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Abstract
This article analyses the experiences of self-employed older women. Developing an intersectional reflexivity approach, our analysis shows how older women negotiate their concerns in relation to gendered ageing and realize self-employment. Our study reveals three practices: ‘Expressing the self’, ‘Exploring learning’ and ‘Embracing solidarity’. We contribute to the neglected intersection of gender and age in studies of work, and to an appreciation of the transformational potential of self-employment for older women.
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Introduction
As working lives are extended and more women remain in the workforce, the age-work exclusion experienced by older women has become a vital area of study (Jyrkinen and McKie, 2012). Studies of age and gender in organizational and professional settings have demonstrated how organizational cultures (Ainsworth and Hardy, 2008), labour market structures (Moore, 2009), age norms of retirement (Radl, 2012) and standardized transition patterns (Kohli, 2007) constrain women’s late-career employment. Duncan and
Loretto (2004) discuss ‘gendered ageism’ in reference to their finding that older women disproportionately experience ageist attitudes in employment compared to older men. Forms of age-work exclusion have left some older women to face precarious employment in low-paid, part-time work (McGregor, 2018). Nonetheless, in wider political debate, some view female participation in the workforce as part of the problems facing older men workers, leading to the further marginalization of older women at work and in the labour market (Ainsworth, 2002).

One proposed solution to the age discrimination and exclusion older women face in the workplace is for them to pursue self-employment (Lewis and Walker, 2011; OECD, 2019b). Self-employment, however, represents a potentially very different type of work-based experience ‘reflecting unique, spatially and temporally situated combinations of the intertwining systems of age and gender’ (Spedale et al., 2014: 1600). The limited research on self-employed older women focuses primarily on their hopes of entering self-employment (e.g. Tomlinson and Colgan, 2014), lacking an understanding of the realities of transiting and experiencing self-employment. Exploring the experiences of self-employed older women is therefore a lacuna this study seeks to address.

We draw upon the intersectional theorizing of McCall (2005) and Archer’s (2003) work on reflexivity to develop the concept of ‘intersectional reflexivity’. Archer argues that ‘agents have to diagnose their situations, they have to identify their own interests and they must design projects they deem appropriate to attaining their ends’ (Archer, 2003: 9). This perspective on reflexivity allows us to explain how choices are made within current circumstances, taking into consideration how the actions of actors are influenced by their intersecting positionalities over their personal, family and business life courses (Elder et al., 2003) and reflected in their personal biographies (Anthias, 2013). Drawing on a qualitative study of older women in the United Kingdom, we therefore ask: How do older women negotiate gendered ageing and realize self-employment in their situated context?

To answer this research question, we explore older women’s reflexive struggles of gendered ageing, what their negotiation suggests about their resources and their personal experiences of self-employment within their individual contexts. We shed light on privileges and disadvantages within and across multiple cases of older women’s experiences of realizing self-employment and identify three practices: ‘Expressing self’, ‘Exploring learning’ and ‘Embracing solidarity’. In doing so, the study facilitates a deeper understanding of the experiences of self-employed older women, and the possibility of prescribing policy support that considers self-employment as ‘a mechanism for combating social exclusion for marginalised groups’ (Lewis and Walker, 2011: 144).

**Older women and self-employment**

‘Older workers’ are defined in the UK as in their 50s and beyond (Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), 2017) and there is a significant policy focus internationally on the potential economic gains to be made by increasing workforce participation among this group (OECD, 2019a). Despite these policy initiatives, older workers remain marginalized in the labour market through exclusionary practices and discourses of deficit and decline. Age discrimination in recruitment, for example, persists and a recent large-scale
field experiment found ‘much stronger and more robust evidence of age discrimination against older women than against older men’ (Neumark et al., 2019: 966).

One proposed response to ageism in the workplace is for those discriminated against, marginalized or excluded to pursue self-employment (Lewis and Walker, 2011). However, in seeking to explain the relatively low uptake of self-employment by older women (Office for National Statistics (ONS), 2018), Lévesque and Minniti (2006) argue that ‘[a]s we grow older, the opportunity cost of time increases [and as] a result, individuals become less and less willing to commit time to activities which yield returns over time, such as starting a new firm’ (p.181). Such an argument makes a degree of sense through a neoclassical economic lens of older women as rational actors assessing the costs and benefits of their utilitarian actions. However, in treating age solely as an objective characteristic, this ignores how it may be socially constructed and ‘socially, historically and culturally specific’ (Moore, 2009: 656). Further, considering the returns in narrow, predominantly economic terms risks misunderstanding the reasons older women may have for entering self-employment.

Authors such as Hodges (2012), McKie et al. (2013), Tomlinson and Colgan (2014) and Walker and Webster (2007) locate key motivations in the transition from contractual, paid employment to self-employment by older women. These studies highlight the push factor of discrimination in employment driving older women towards self-employment where they identify greater possibilities of autonomy and personal success. In Tomlinson and Colgan’s (2014) study of professional women considering the transition into self-employment, they demonstrate how expressions of doubt and loss of assertiveness are intertwined with feelings of change and the consideration of self-employment as an appropriate trajectory with the opportunity for agency and independence. However, this study focused on older women considering entering self-employment for the first time. Their hopes at this point may not reflect the everyday realities of self-employment that they later experienced. For example, some of the hopes expressed by the women in Tomlinson and Colgan’s analysis may not have been achieved given that, when the researchers followed up on their progress several years later, none of the women had been successful in establishing a sustainable business.

Notwithstanding the structural inequalities self-employed women face (Ahl and Marlow, 2012), it has been argued that being older may be an advantage, due to experience, resources and networks, and that the ‘entrepreneurship domain appears somewhat liberated from the age-related discrimination compared to the domain of occupational employment’ (Perenyi et al., 2018: 85). However, it is important not to assume that all older women have the skillsets and resources applicable to self-employment. Studies of social exclusion in entrepreneurship have shown how issues of race/ethnicity and class, among others, complicate those of gender and may limit certain opportunities (McMullin and Cairney, 2004). In turn, a marginal positionality constrains the accrual of human, social and economic capital, posing structural barriers to entrepreneurial activity. Some women may not have the financial independence, freedom from caring responsibilities or the experiences necessary to contribute to their human capital (Jayawarna et al., 2014). Lewis and Walker (2011) highlight the risks involved in self-employment, and the dangers of this as a ‘policy panacea’ for older workers, in financial terms but also in relation to the individual’s health and well-being.
The degree these barriers can be addressed varies greatly and may lead to very different experiences in self-employment for older women. We therefore adopt an intersectional approach to explore how older women with different life histories experience and seek to overcome discrimination or exclusion related to gendered ageing but also how they are able to access different opportunities for agency and realize self-employment.

The life course and intersectionality

To understand the experiences of self-employed older women, it is important not to simply consider people in a fixed state of being ‘older’ but to consider their experiences in the context of the life course. Life-course perspectives provide a way of making sense of the socially constructed nature of age. This understanding challenges the dominant view of growing older as a break with the past (Dumas and Laberge, 2005). It moves us towards an understanding of the different developments and changes in the body’s functions over time. Elder et al. (2003) explain how a life-course perspective focuses on the ‘social pathways of human lives, particularly in their historical time and place’ (p.4). Key to life-course approaches are trajectories (e.g. careers, child raising) and transitions (e.g. graduation, a new job) and how these may differ between different generations but also cohorts differentiated by exposure to historical changes (possibly over briefer periods of time). For example, such effects may result from the demographic and pension changes that increasingly defer retirement. In the UK prior to 2010, a woman in her fifties was approaching the standard retirement age of 60. Today, a woman of the same age has a longer, possibly undefined or uncertain period of working life ahead of her. There is a cohort effect for the women caught in the transitional phase of increasing retirement ages that they had not planned for (the UK’s Women Against State Pension Inequality, or ‘WASPI women’) and a wider generational effect for those women who will spend their working lives without a standardized retirement age.

Intersectionality is an important means of exploring how the actions of older women are influenced by various intersecting structural and cultural contexts in which they are embedded over their life course (Elder et al., 2003). The positionality involved in intersections such as that of age and gender are not simply additive (ageism + sexism). Intersectional approaches have sought to treat, for example, race and gender not as mutually exclusive but to bring intersectional positions, such as ‘black women’, in from the margins (Crenshaw, 1991). An additive approach risks the inadvertent outcome that women’s ‘experiences of phenomenon, such as retirement, are interpreted in relation to assumptions based on men’ (Krekula, 2007: 160): that is, to add to studies of self-employed women other forms of experience or discrimination identified in relation to age (and often to older men).

McCall’s (2005) work highlights the complexity of an intersectional approach that engages with the multidimensionality of experience, acknowledging the simultaneity of privilege and oppression and going beyond additive considerations of analytical distinctions. It understands age and gender as mutually constitutive and often intertwined with class or race or ethnicity, attending to the heterogeneity of experiences in relation to structural and cultural contexts while also solidifying the structural and cultural barriers (Anthias, 2013). It leads us to explore how individuals ‘do’ being an older woman in
self-employment with more nuanced attention to what this positionality might involve in terms of resources: that is, resources that enable (or hinder) access to opportunities or actual material goods – and experiences of work.

However, little attention has been paid to age and gender in the literature, with Acker (2006: 445) suggesting that age, as a basis for inequality, is not ‘as thoroughly embedded in organizing processes as are gender, race, and class’. Yet, more recent studies in organizations have identified that age represents an important form of inequality regime (McMullin and Dryburgh, 2011). Age does differ to other sources of inequality: while positions derived from gender, race or class are socially constructed and can change, they do not do so in the same way that age ‘by definition alters throughout one’s lifetime’ (Choroszewicz and Adams, 2019a: 12). Nonetheless, Calasanti and King (2015: 196) argue that intersectionality is a valuable way to understand age ‘because the ways in which people mark or perceive bodies as “old” vary with gender, race, class, and sexuality’.

Combining a life-course approach with intersectionality provides a valuable way forwards here. In their study of the professions, Choroszewicz and Adams (2019b) utilize such an approach to explore inequalities across cohorts and generations. Their analysis identifies ‘how at key life-course stages, gender and age converge to confer privilege and produce disadvantage in professional workplaces within Western countries’ (p. 3). Put simply, the life course of individuals is embedded in and shaped by socio-historical influences over an individual’s lifetime. However, and importantly, older women’s actions are not fully shaped by their structural and cultural contexts but also rely on the active agent (Clegg, 2006) creating subjectively interpreted courses of action within the structurally conditioned space of possibilities in which they find themselves. To engage with this agency, we develop an intersectional reflexivity approach.

**Intersectional reflexivity**

Archer’s (2003, 2007) work on human reflexivity provides a valuable set of insights for understanding how actors, occupying various social positions within specific time/space frameworks (Anthias, 2013), navigate ‘the opportunities and constraints of history and social circumstance’ (Elder et al., 2003: 11). Archer (2003) argues that forms of reflexivity are the motor of social agency, enabling actors to satisfy their concerns with the intention of achieving desirable outcomes. When actors weigh up their actions, it is not pre-programmed but confirms reflexivity ‘as the process mediating the effects of our circumstances upon our actions’ (Archer, 2012: 6). Archer reminds us of the constellation of concerns that actors implicitly or explicitly inhabit in relation to their material, practical and social environments, which shape, and are shaped by, embodiment. These are related to one’s ‘physical well-being’ in the natural order, ‘performative achievement’ in the practical order and ‘self-worth’ in the social order.

Ageing, as an experiential, embodied process, encapsulates older women’s concerns, variously conditioning their practices. We reflect on who we are as ‘embodied agents’ (Crossley, 2006) and communicate to others through our embodied practices (Archer, 2003). Sociological research explores concerns with ‘physical well-being’ and how ageing may produce specific forms of discrimination such as ‘lookism’. Lookism ‘can be a
part of covert control and aesthetic labour with embedded hopes and wishes for a “nice”, sexualized and “ageless” physical appearance’ (Jyrkinen and McKie, 2012: 65). Employees’ looks have become an important feature in employment (Warhurst et al., 2012) and such concerns with physical well-being can affect self-worth.

Through differentiating between an ‘on-stage’ and ‘off-stage’ body, women have been found to ‘describe their bodies with pride when they convey identity claims, and at the same time, talk about bodily changes with negative words’ (Krekula, 2007: 166). That is, while there may be challenges faced – for example, through the health problems associated with menopause (Atkinson et al., 2015), the ageing body can remain (or become) a source of pride and pleasure. Studies of older women in the social gerontology literature, while acknowledging the negotiation of a ‘normative minefield’ (Thorpe, 2018: 211), have also reported findings that contradict the traditionally dour picture, including increased self-esteem and independence and the embracing of new possibilities and change (Cook, 2018). This is a potentially important issue for consideration of self-employment because it has implications for individual motivation and the capacity to create a new venture.

Intersectional reflexivity reveals, thus, a sense of self that only emerges where the past meets the present and where social structures collide. Jones (2010: 122) notes that ‘engaging in intersectional reflexivity requires one to acknowledge one’s intersecting identities, both marginalized and privileged, and then employ self-reflexivity, which moves one beyond self-reflection to the often uncomfortable level of self-implication’. As will be seen, through intersectional reflexivity our participants engage with the incongruity experienced in their life course, evaluate their concerns and decide what to do in their attempt to both ‘fit in’ and ‘stand out’ (De Clercq and Voronov, 2009: 398). It is these ‘gendered choices’ (Risman, 1998: 297) that may lead to the realization of self-employment as an important activity with the potential for emancipatory ends. However, to date these issues in self-employment have received only limited academic attention.

**Method**

The research was influenced by the biographical methods employed in life story research across sociology and adjacent disciplines (Bertaux and Thompson, 2006). Biographical methods allow us to gain insights into major social shifts by taking into account how novel experiences are interpreted by persons within groups and institutions. They encourage a reflexive understanding of the relationship between individual action and social structure. From a feminist framing, biographical interviews enable us to recognize the diversity and plurality of women’s lived experiences and enhance their visibility (Lather, 1991).

The interviews reported here are part of a larger project (53 interviews) focusing on the lives of self-employed women. In this article, we examine a subset of the full sample: 10 older women who started their business at the age of 50 and beyond. Access was gained through a UK university and online women entrepreneurs’ networks. Additionally, the ‘snowballing’ method was used to contact acquaintances of already participating women. Table 1 details the background of the 10 participants. Participants were all based in London and were engaged in a range of activities, encompassing early-stage and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Business type</th>
<th>Employment experience</th>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Relationship / children</th>
<th>Sole / joint owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne</td>
<td>Technology app founder, social enterprise for older people</td>
<td>Public relations</td>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>BSc</td>
<td>Divorced / children older</td>
<td>Joint / male and female partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>Social enterprise – digital HR services for disabled people</td>
<td>HR – training and diversity trainer</td>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Divorced / children younger</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie</td>
<td>Social enterprise – e-retail for women in jail</td>
<td>Retail manager</td>
<td>61–70</td>
<td>Black British</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>Single / children older</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny</td>
<td>Charity – arts and education</td>
<td>Arts and education</td>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Married / children younger</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia</td>
<td>Consultancy and social enterprise for gender equality through AI</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>White French</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Married / children younger</td>
<td>Joint / female partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adele</td>
<td>Theatre producer and writer</td>
<td>Writer – film and TV</td>
<td>61–70</td>
<td>Black Nigerian</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Single / children older</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy</td>
<td>Cleaning services</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Separated / children older and younger</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>Design and decoration services</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>61–70</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Working</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Single / none</td>
<td>Joint / male partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Consultancy – delivering workshops</td>
<td>Publishing</td>
<td>61–70</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>Single / none</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liz</td>
<td>Consultancy – publishing</td>
<td>Publishing</td>
<td>61–70</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>BSc</td>
<td>Married / children older</td>
<td>Sole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MM,
established businesses. Among the participants, there was a diversity of financial resources, educational backgrounds and employment histories.

Interviews were in-depth, lasting between one hour and two hours and 30 minutes and were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Biographical interviews tend to begin with an open-ended question such as: ‘Can you take me through your life and employment, starting with information of your natal background, taking into account significant life experiences and employment transitions?’. Participants reflected upon themselves in relation to their work and life situations, explaining how they made decisions and their current understanding of employment and personal life in their situated context. To enhance the depth and complexity of the accounts, our interchange was informed by an analytical framework with suggestions of probes and directions for further discussions. This allowed us to expand upon key themes and ensure a degree of standardization among participants (Chamberlayne et al., 2002). In our initial analysis, we adopted an intracategorical approach (McCall, 2005) due to our analytical focus on a specific, relatively neglected intersection of gender and age in terms of self-employment. This acknowledges that older women share a common basis for their experiences by virtue of their position within social hierarchies and enabled us to identify thematic codes to articulate the broader structural and cultural dynamics in relation to gender, age and employment presented in each participant’s biography.

We then asked how the primary themes could help us understand the projects of our participants and the justification of their actions, including realizing self-employment. We generated second-order themes that summarized recurrent patterns of concerns that influenced older women’s transition to self-employment. In this stage, we accounted for variations through participants’ positions and practices, comparing their actions across the analytical categories of ethnicity and class or other factors such as life situations, considering their differently weighted interactions. This is a synthetic and holistic process that brings the various pieces of the analysis together through a comparative, intercategorical approach (McCall, 2005), providing space for the connection and understanding across and within ‘difference’ (see, for example, Wright, 2016). In the final step, we identified three emergent practices that illustrate how older women navigated their concerns related to gendered ageing and experience the transition to self-employment: ‘Expressing the self’, ‘Exploring learning’ and ‘Embracing solidarity’.

Our findings illustrate how these practices are a feature of participants’ intersectional reflexivity. Our focus was not to highlight the frequency of intersections or generalize participants’ experiences. Some divisions can be more important than others in a particular context, while they may matter less in another context. Likewise, this article assumes that the context organizes the hierarchical relation of social categories. The data presented below are offered as a means of stimulating a discussion around the issues of gender, age and self-employment.

**Findings**

*Expressing the self*

Realizing self-employment was described by many of our participants as a positive and fulfilling experience or a way of ‘Expressing the self’. This allowed them to satisfy and
offset their concerns with physical, mental, emotional and aesthetic well-being associated with the challenges of gendered ageing. Studies of social gerontology identify positive consequences of autonomy and new opportunities for older people (Calasanti and King, 2015). A common thread in our analysis was that, having come through life transitions and events, such as incarceration or recovery from cancer, self-employment gave women a sense of being stronger emotionally and physically. It ‘gave me a boost’ as Sophia said.

Such narratives highlight the embodied aspects of gendered ageing as a prominent concern for our participants. Mobility difficulties, for instance, may prompt people to re-evaluate whether to stay in employment or to pursue alternative work. Janet, a British, white, middle-class, disabled, divorced woman with young kids explained how her personal life circumstances as well as becoming sick from a degenerative disc disease at an older age influenced her day-to-day and working practices. Her childcare responsibilities heightened her anxiety, encouraging reflection about her future regarding work and home. Janet’s condition restricts her from sitting and many workplaces are, therefore, unsuitable. She felt that the sustainability of the household could not depend on her, as ‘if I couldn’t work for any reason, we’d have no income at all’. Janet started an HR digital business that doesn’t require physical presence and enabled her to work lying down:

I was getting divorced, selling a house, buying a house, raising two children single-handedly, my mother became disabled and I was her carer . . . When I was lying in pain, I felt very sorry for myself, but I also thought, ‘I’ve got to spend this time wisely’. So, I drew up a business plan.

This was possible because her educational background and previous work experience in diversity training equipped her to put into practice her previous skills and knowledge, as well as to use her network of employers – supporting previous research on the importance of resources in entrepreneurship (Jayawarna et al., 2014). Janet’s experience highlights how her actions to address her present concerns have been mediated by intersectional reflexivity, a feature of her reflections on her social positionality and her life-course trajectory in identifying an opportunity. Such priority-setting has been identified as a key feature of reflexivity (Archer, 2007: 91). The analysis also shows the centrality of the gendered nature of caring directed to support family life, culturally reproduced as a ‘natural’ function in women’s lives. Janet’s story highlights the importance of the intersections of disability and class in shaping older women’s experiences of self-employment.

Like Janet, Karen’s case emphasizes her concerns with aesthetic well-being, in terms of the salience of looks in shaping experiences of work, affecting primarily female workers (Warhurst et al., 2012). Calasanti (2005) attributes this to the heightened importance of bodily appearance as a form of capital for women. Karen, a London-born, middle-class, white woman with more than 20 years’ experience in the publishing industry was penalized from paid employment as the visible ageing body, in the form of grey hair, is seen as disruptive and unwelcome, transgressing social norms of youth (Ainsworth and Cutcher, 2008). To ‘gain the business skills’ and manage the transition to the marketing sector, Karen completed a ‘grown up MBA’ in one of the most prestigious business schools in the UK. ‘Mulling over’ (Archer, 2007: 91) her experience, Karen recalled her efforts, hopes and reflexive struggles in seeking to find a job in branding consultancy, but ‘all they wanted was bright, young things’. These events and past experiences made
Karen realize that the ‘MBA was my big steppingstone . . . what became a disadvantage becomes an advantage . . .’. Karen started developing and running workshops on networking skills and selling them at universities, businesses and charities:

The fact that I had grey hair was an advantage because it meant I had gravitas. Now I can make jokes about it, which is wonderful. I can say to them, I don’t like this and it’s probably because of my grey hair . . . nobody ever has asked me what my qualifications are for running workshops. I don’t have any.

Despite the observation that the change to self-employment had been ‘hard and uncertain’, Karen explained that working for herself is ‘hugely positive . . . it gave me the freedom which I liked, as I’m doing something I enjoy’. Expressing the self through the realization of self-employment was associated with the ‘right look’ and a sense of gravitas that engendered feelings of respect and trust. As in the case of Janet, Karen acknowledged that her financial security, not having familial responsibilities and a mortgage to pay were important. The shift from worries to respond and start a new business confirms that this move was not a passive process but reflects a process of ‘deciding’ (Archer, 2007: 91). It illustrates how intersectional reflexivity confirms how privilege and disadvantage coexist, generating ‘surprising’ career outcomes (Tatli and Özbilgin, 2012) that have the potential to navigate seemingly significant barriers to action in the context of multiple disadvantage.

Exploring learning

Some participants described how exclusionary organizational cultures, the changing nature of work due to technological advancements, or entering an unfamiliar industry affected their skills and legitimacy. Jessie recounted how her positionality, as a black, working-class, older woman, and her life situation, made her reflexive regarding future employment, as ‘nobody is going to employ a woman of my age, with a criminal record, so I have to go back to self-employment’. In these cases, despite the ‘push’ factors involved, self-employment was nonetheless experienced as an exploration of growing and learning, enabling participants to seek personal and material contentment.

Bowman et al. (2017) highlight how ageing intersects with the deployment of different forms of capital that are valued within particular labour market contexts and carry symbolic power within them, motivating gendered and classed experiences of ageism. After more than 20 years in the consumer insights industry, Sophia, a French-born, white, middle-class woman, and mother of three young children, left a corporate career following the company’s restructuring. She associated ageing with experience and learning, as ‘I kept learning about myself, learning about the impact you have on others’. However, being ‘too senior’ didn’t allow her ‘to get them to see me doing another type of job’. Sophia recounted her efforts to find a paid job for almost two years and of her hope to continue learning:

I want to learn . . . if you read blogs you hear, ‘We’re going to need people to learn and learn again’ . . . Every single time I’ve explained I do not necessarily want to do the same. I want to do data science because I’ve done all this mathematics and they’ve not changed, I’ve never managed to get that, never ever.
Hallier (2001: 343) argues that older workers within professional fields are not dismissed because of ability but because of ‘their capacity to question new management decisions and practices’. This suggests that older managerial and professional workers are marginalized because their accumulated institutional knowledge carries ‘negative symbolic capital’ (Spence et al., 2016: 6). During her interview, Sophia reflected on how she felt very insecure financially, insecure that ‘I was ever going to get a job back’, while seeking to care for her children. During this arduous process and through discussions with a French friend, Sophia was intrigued by the possibilities to ‘de-bias the world with algorithms, with big data’ and ‘creating the opportunity’ for herself to work in data science. One year later, they started a charity and a commercial business with the aim to advance gender equality using artificial intelligence. Here, origins and life trajectories enabled Sophia to combine a variety of resources at hand. We observe how ethnicity can intersect with experiences of gendered ageing, offering the potential for support and friendship on the basis of shared ethnic minority status, and may consciously be deployed to downplay disadvantages (Denissen, 2010), illustrating her intersectional reflexivity.

Similarly, Adele, a London-born, black, female, English literature graduate from a reputed UK university, explains how her positionality shaped her career prospects as a journalist, writer and theatre producer throughout her life course. Adele discusses the advantage of having the required background, skills and knowledge to advance her career, as ‘there wasn’t much competition in the pool as I was moving around African issues or black issues’. However, throughout her interview she reflects on the exclusionary culture of the film and TV sector, even for people ‘who have the necessary skills and education and qualification’. She discusses feelings of ‘alienation’, highlighting the interplay of privilege and oppression:

I wanted to grow, and, in my field, I was aware of the participation issue and it’s still an issue. There’s no real space for African women, black women.

To mitigate the concern regarding the exclusionary cultures and satisfy her need to grow, Adele explored learning by starting her own theatre production business that relates to the concept of diaspora writing, as ‘I’m in the African diaspora although I’m based here’. While our findings corroborate the importance of class in shaping experiences of older women realizing self-employment, they also complicate its meaning by showing how this experience intersects with race, highlighting the explanatory power of intersectional reflexivity.

**Embracing solidarity**

In some cases, the creation of a business was related to participants’ social positioning. **Embracing solidarity** is underpinned by the broader concern of care and support for the self, and others, encapsulating actions of activism. Jones (2010) argues that intersectional reflexivity enables coalition activism and creates possibilities for alliance by prioritizing broad-based social issues that contribute to the oppression of many groups. This ‘ethic of care’ (Sevenhuijsen, 2000) is rooted in a commitment to human interdependence that is contrasted to the predominance of individualistic, masculine managerial practices, which
overlook the concerns of women as well as feminist ways of seeing the world (Meliou, 2020). For example, becoming disabled in older age encouraged reflexion that led Janet to start a social enterprise that caters for the employability of disabled people.

Jessie, a black, working-class, London-born woman, with no formal education, started her current company – a social enterprise that ‘helps women out of prison’ – following 12 months in prison for conspiracy to defraud. Her story depicts personal concerns pertaining to lack of skills and knowledge, as well as legal and financial challenges. Throughout, Jessie reflexively invoked and contested her struggles as a self-employed older woman with limited resources. As our findings have demonstrated, participants’ social positionality affects the capacity to apply class-structured privilege to self-employment and highlights how race and ethnicity complicate its notion for women of colour (Knight, 2016). However, Jessie expressed her persistence and resilience to make this work while at the same time feeling physically overwhelmed. She ‘came up with the idea of inviting people to hear me talk about my experiences to get corporate sponsorship’ to fund training for women. At the time of our interview, she had featured in national newspapers, TV shows and prison radio, and had collaborated with the Government to ‘recruit undergraduates to be the next prison officers’.

Likewise, Suzanne, a white, American-born, middle-class, divorced, older woman transitioned in the technology sector, creating an app company. Her interview revealed the tension between the illusion of the (digital) enterprise discourse and the realization that she had ‘no means of executing them’. Suzanne reflected on how older women are under more scrutiny, heightening the need to prove themselves and appear legitimate. She stressed how the media represents and always ‘puts down older people’. This persistence and awareness strengthened her purpose and she started a social enterprise with the aim to change the media narrative about ageing, and offer alternative narratives regarding what it means to be legitimately self-employed or an entrepreneur:

It’s all about anti-ageing and staying young, everything is framed against youth. It’s all like, ‘Wow, you look great for your age’. No, I just might look great full stop.

Two years later, Suzanne managed to pivot the business idea and raised capital for her company, mainly from ‘people [of] my age’. She has been developing the social enterprise, albeit with difficulties, and, drawing from a position of a middle-class, older woman, she keeps challenging gender and age stereotypes and advocating for older people.

**Discussion**

This study set out to answer the question ‘How do older women negotiate gendered ageing and realize self-employment in their situated context?’ Theoretically, it develops the concept of intersectional reflexivity to explain the experiences of incongruity of self-employed older women negotiating ageing experienced during their life course, leading to the realization of self-employment. Hence, our study enhances our understanding of the negotiation of age-work exclusion older women experience, as well as of the potential of self-employment as a form of emancipation for this relatively neglected group in self-employment research. The findings demonstrate the value of our intersectional reflexivity approach by
emphasizing the potential for agency of older women in realizing self-employment to satisfy their concerns in relation to gendered ageing, taking into consideration how this transition is ‘always embedded in life trajectories that give them distinctive form and meaning’ (Elder, 1985: 31). In this way, the study not only elucidates the structural and cultural challenges that the context of ‘gendered ageing’ presents for our participants, but also highlights older women’s reflexive abilities in negotiating these challenges (Archer, 2007), drawing from resources emerging from their distinctive positionalities.

The combination of McCall’s (2005) intracategorical and intercategorical approaches for intersectional research design and analysis has enabled comparisons between those occupying more or less advantaged positions in relation to dominant social hierarchies, presenting thus a more holistic contribution to knowledge (McCall, 2005). This ‘intersectional sensibility’ (Crenshaw, 1991) has usefully revealed the heterogeneity in older women’s experiences and actions on the basis of class, ethnicity, race and ability/disability. Our study illustrates how, at the intersection of gender and age disadvantage, older women can experience self-employment as empowering in achieving their career and personal goals.

Our analysis expanded on this by identifying three practices through which self-employment can be realized: ‘Expressing the self’, ‘Exploring learning’ and ‘Embracing activism’. This is important because it shows how self-employment for older women can be a ‘social change activity’ (Calás et al., 2009) and a means for older women to overcome social and physical changes. Where this is successful, our findings demonstrate how self-employment can provide a powerful means by which women achieve self-esteem, independence and change. We therefore argue that belonging to multiple disadvantaged and excluded groups does not always translate into multiple forms of disadvantage, supporting research on social gerontology (Calasanti and King, 2015). Our study extended intersectional research on gender and age in self-employment, by illustrating how individuals seek to transcend disadvantage by drawing on their intersectional reflexivity, extending research on intersectional analyses of otherness (Özbilgin and Woodward, 2004).

Our findings have important implications for policy action. Lewis and Walker (2011) list the myths on which self-employment for older people is promoted: that all small businesses contribute to the economy; that older people have appropriate skills and resources; and that self-employment will be a rewarding experience. While our participants talked about realizing self-employment as a way of achieving autonomy and self-fulfilment, allowing them to negotiate the constraints of gendered ageing, they also described the challenges of creating and sustaining a new business. It is thus important to reinforce the evidence that, for many, the experience of self-employment is one of self-exploitation and struggle. We do not suggest self-employment for older women is a panacea; numerous studies have shown the exclusion and discrimination self-employed women face in growing and sustaining their business. Nonetheless, gaining a deeper understanding into the potential for empowerment through forms of intersectional reflexivity remains a powerful set of insights that we hope can act as a partial corrective to the discourses of deficit and decline.

The experiences of ageing described here may hold relevance for women in similarly economically developed countries or political contexts as the UK. In countries such as New Zealand, Australia, USA, and across Europe and the UK, people born after the Second World War are ageing under different contexts compared to previous generations. This is
consistent with Archer’s (2003) intensified role of structural and cultural contexts that heighten the need for reflexivity. We also note that, while some findings may resonate with men’s experiences, this study is limited to an analysis of women’s experiences of ageing. This reflects the inclusion of gender as a sensitizing concept within the research design and supports evidence regarding gendered ageing (e.g. Bowman et al., 2017).

**Conclusion**

This study elaborates an approach to intersectional reflexivity that sheds light on the experiences of older women in transiting to and realizing self-employment. It demonstrates the value of this approach for understanding agency by highlighting how older women navigate their concerns in relation to gendered ageing. Self-employment can thus be a powerful means by which older women have the possibility of achieving forms of expression, learning and solidarity in their situated context. We invite future, longitudinal analyses of self-employment among older women to provide evidence of the emotional and material implications of the transition, and further identify how forms of intersectional reflexivity shape experiences and business sustainability within the population of older women’s enterprises. Such evidence would add additional detail to the insights presented here on the age-work exclusion older women experience and further distil indicators of the conditions and returns of self-employment for older women. The illustrative evidence of our arguments is specific to the UK context and similarly economically developed countries. Exploring the extent to which the experiences of self-employed older women vary in other contexts, such as transitional or developing economies, and its implications, would be fruitful.

The promotion of self-employment for older women, included among the numbers of ‘missing entrepreneurs’, is a policy priority internationally (OECD, 2019b). We suggest that a more informed policy debate that fully acknowledges the barriers facing older women and the diversity of the ‘entrepreneur’ is required. We concur with Lewis and Walker (2011) that self-employment should not be viewed as a ‘policy panacea’. Our findings have demonstrated why an important part of addressing these concerns is to consider the position of those who are excluded or marginalized in intersectional terms. Further, to achieve truly emancipatory ends that extend beyond purely economic concerns, our analysis argues for intersectional reflexivity and its potential for coalition activism and alliance. We argue against top-down policy solutions and for prioritizing older women being supported to work together and with appropriate agencies to diagnose their situation, identify their interests and design their entrepreneurial projects. Such a shift stands to make a meaningful impact by bolstering strategic interventions with the potential to improve inclusivity among under-represented and disadvantaged groups. Informed by a critical position, our study demonstrates that understanding how older women negotiate ageing and its implications for self-employment remains particularly tense and intriguing.
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